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Introduction 

This paper examines evidence of a discourse, whose object was the promotion of art as a 
school subject appropriate for boys, in New South Wales in the early decades of the 
twentieth century. Yet this object is symptomatic of a confusing paradox. If taken prima facie, 
the evidence would suggest a conflict, where curricularists and teachers in New South 
Wales (NSW), and the inspectorial authorities, each posited different meanings for art. This 
paper argues that the apparent conflict signifies different applications of commonly held 
values for art. It is argued that these values emanate from a homo-sexual ideology. Art was 
associated with representations of both masculinity and femininity - many in the educational 
community subscribed to the prevailing belief that art was a means for providing girls with 
desired domestic skills, while the art inspectorate struggled to convince teachers that art was 
first and foremost a masculine aptitude. 

The analysis proffered in this paper is that each of these associations corresponds to the 
same desire - a homo-sexual desire, wherein representations of difference are in fact 
products of an opposition between boys and girls. This is an opposition that has already 
taken the boy as the foundation principle, according to which the meaning of what a girl is, 
what she should do, study, think, read, appreciate and value are all set down as facets of a 
structure, in which positivity and agency are always reserved for the boy. The paradox of a 
discourse in which art was represented as a boys' subject lies in the apparent conflict 
between a prevailing perception of art and an authoritative repudiation of that perception. 
This paradox can be resolved if the representation of art that underpins it, is revealed as 
aiming to guarantee the certainty of a phallic desire, for an identificatory relationship 
between artists and men, and for women who, by virtue of their subordinacy and 
domestication, function to ensure the ideals central to that system. 

The paper analyses evidence of this discourse using a perspective drawn from the work of 
the feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray (1985a; 1985b). Elizabeth Grosz (1994) has 
commented on Irigaray's use of the term hom(m)osexual to denote "the order of the phallic 
appropriation of sexual norms" (1994:341). The author's claim is that a homo-sexual 
ideology functioned in the discourse on art education, to systematise the representation of 
art in relation to a phallic desire. Boys' and girls' art curricula were constructed so as to 
always correspond with a 'normality' based on a patriarchal model of post-school familial 
responsibilities. The paper examines evidence of the desire underpinning this ideology, 
which on one hand takes the form of fears that art might become an exclusively feminised 
study area. On the other hand, attempts by the art inspectorate to represent art study as 
essential to the inculcation of (what were then recognised as) masculine scholastic 
aptitudes, were motivated by the same desire to promote the value of art through a 
conflation of the subject with educational goals designed for male students. 

Dividing art students 

In questioning the process through which representations of art as a school subject were 
organised, the author draws attention to the discrete purposes of the art curriculum, divided 
according to the sex of the student. In 1911 the New South Wales (NSW) Department of 



Public Instruction introduced an art syllabus which distinguished between male and female 
art students, by setting out separate courses - a 'domestic' course for girls, and an 'industrial' 
course for boys. Penny McKeon (1996) has noted further that the girls were to study 'Art', 
while boys studied 'Drawing' (1996:54). 

The division was produced ostensibly with respect to the broad educational objective, that 
students should be provided with skills to enhance sex-appropriate post-school occupational 
opportunities. The discourse on art is interpreted as providing evidence of ideological 
effects, which took the form of the types of occupational models with which students of either 
sex were encouraged to identify. Louis Althusser explains ideology as a system of "mass 
representations" (1996:235) and that "the structure of all ideology...is speculary, i.e. a mirror 
structure" (1971:180). Ideologies operate upon a unifying relation between the ideological 
subject, and the absolute values or ideals with which the subject identifies. While the 
speculary aspect of this identification owes its theoretical origins to the psychoanalyst 
Jacques Lacan (1977), Irigaray's analysis addresses the question of what the formation of 
this subjective identity must exclude, in organising itself in correspondence with a 
phallocentric representational economy. In this case, that analysis is used to address the 
process of assembling a representation of art to secure a femininity which functioned in 
accordance with a masculine artistic subjectivity. For Lacan, the speculary 'gaze' indicates a 
(mirror) mechanism through which the subject is constituted as both seer and seen; but 
more importantly, the subject "grounds its certainty", and hence a privilege, a continuum of 
self-presence, through this process of apprehending himself (1977:80). On one hand, 
Althusser can be used to point to the types of occupational models, social positions and 
values with which male or female students may identify themselves. On the other, Irigaray 
can be used to reveal the character of this 'mirror-structure', as in this case functioning to 
appropriate subjectivity, without acknowledging that female art students may only apprehend 
themselves in accordance with meanings which reflect phallic values and desires. 

The division between boys' post-school occupations and those of girls, is discernible only as 
the preservation of every professional role for masculine figures, with girls' occupying the 
subordinate (unskilled or lower-status) version of any given profession. For instance, in 
1911, the 'domestic' course organised girls' study of art in preparation for their domestic 
social position, which was seen as requiring skills such as home decoration, flower 
arrangement, and the appreciation of beauty using examples of fine art. In contrast boys 
were consistently encouraged to identify with professional authority. The evidence supplied 
by the traces of the discourse surrounding the construction of the NSW art syllabus, 
consistently takes the position of the boy as prior to and axiomatic within the functioning of 
the art curriculum. Art must be a boys' activity first, and the girls' course revolves 
proportionately in relation to it. 

In the period between 1911 and the outset of the Second World War, the function of school 
inspectors and supervisors was particularly important for the preservation of the integrity of 
the subject. Supervisors of Drawing, such as John Branch, (who operated in NSW schools 
throughout this period until his death in 1933) developed methods, which aimed at 
maintaining the accountability of teachers and students to the nature of the art syllabus. 
Branch and his successors, Vincent Stuckey and Edward Healy Smith, patrolled the field of 
art education in an effort to regulate the functioning of the subject within the school system. 
Thus, Branch writes in 1915, of his 

appeal on behalf of the boys to those teachers of fifth, sixth and seventh 
classes who have allowed the similar classes of girls in the same school to 
beat the boys in skill and knowledge in Art. Art is a boy's subject. The 
greatest painters, goldsmiths, sculptors, designers, architects, weavers, 
dyers, etchers, lithographers, engravers, and decorators have been men and 



are yet men. Every one of these professions is a highly-paid one, far better 
and more noble than anything in the commercial line (Branch 1915:1) 

Here Branch's representation of the performances of female students pivots upon his 
designation of what boys are, what they can be, the types of 'noble' professions from which 
boys (not girls) may choose. Effectively therefore, girls are represented only as what boys 
are not - in other words, girls are represented as incapacity, as gaining identity only through 
reflection upon what boys had already established as naturally masculine. 

Determining artistic aptitudes 

This polarity of capacities was generated amidst a wider series of debates as to what 
constituted a scholastic aptitude, and additionally, how the existence of such aptitudes could 
be revealed, developed and deployed in particular areas of skill and performativity. However, 
what is of interest is the effect of this polarity in determining what constituted a valued 
scholastic aptitude, particularly in relation to artistic performances. Categories of scholastic 
aptitude were utilised within the discourse about art, which is examined in this study. 

The educational psychologist Cyril Burt conducted research into the nature of mental ability 
in school children for the London County Council, publishing an influential text 
entitled Mental and Scholastic Tests in 1922. Burt's research used sex as a significant test-
factor, in conjunction with other variables such as the social status of the school, and of the 
student. Amongst a series of different kinds of tests, Burt devised an experiment using 
children's drawings, and consistently correlates value with intellectual faculties that he 
observes exclusively amongst male test subjects. He justifies his decision to test drawing 
ability, by describing drawing as 

a mode of self-revelation peculiarly adapted to those who cannot express 
their mental powers through the usual media of writing and speech. Tests of 
drawing come thus to be amongst the most valuable we possess...they have 
one advantage...they open avenues to strange places in the childish mind, 
provinces that otherwise would remain untouched and unexplored (Burt 
1922:317) 

In a manner typical of the discourse, Burt distinguishes artistic aptitude as a quality usually 
apparent in individuals who would otherwise seem to be of lower intelligence. The 'opening 
of avenues' is a key-phrase, indicating the objective underpinning Burt's research: to peer 
within, at a hidden set of intellectual faculties and aptitudes unique to the individual. 
References to the 'childish mind' extend a veneer of sex-neutrality, while at the same time 
the psychological project itself aims at "isolating out an abstract, underlying fixed thing, or 
'quality'" (Rose and Rose 1979:88) which is assumed to be waiting to unfold itself within the 
mind. In Burt's case, the determination of such avenues was not only central to the function 
of psychological doctrines for modern education, but was oriented toward the discovery of 
mental qualities or aptitudes, whose laws already conformed with identifiably 'masculine' 
attributes. 

In attempting to develop 'mental and scholastic tests', Burt noted the tendency for drawing to 
feature as a regular component of boys' curricula, and cites this environmental factor as the 
cause for "differences" in drawing proficiency, noticeable between boys and girls. Yet he 
goes on to attribute "undeniably innate" differences in the performances of either sex in 
specific aspects of drawing performance. Burt explicitly represents the meanings of boys 
and girls drawings in terms of an opposition: "girls copy objects that are actually in front of 
them; boys turn for their subjects to imagination and invention". Here Burt correlates the 
valued, interesting "provinces" of the "childish mind", by exclusively representing boys' 



performances as displaying imagination and originality. His tendency to confirm the 
presence of valued aptitudes in boys, as a result of his assessments of drawings produced 
by male and female test-subjects, can be seen to indicate, in retrospect, that comparisons 
between boys and girls drawings functioned mainly to 'prove' that girls' drawings lacked 
those qualities which Burt had set out to discover. 

In 1915, John Branch was also motivated to use drawing lessons, to determine the hidden 
presence of aptitudes and intelligences amongst boys. Yet Branch's interest in using art in 
this way has more to do with a paranoia, a fear that the value of art as a school subject will 
decline, because boys were not being encouraged to identify drawing as a means of 
enhancing recognisably masculine scholastic aptitudes. In the text already cited, Branch is 
trying to account for what he represents as an anomalous situation, in which girls' 
performances in art exceeded those of boys. He does so by asserting the teachers' neglect 
of their responsibility to encourage male students in art classes, specifically to seek out that 
boy in their class who "'is not good at anything else'" but who is nevertheless endowed with 
artistic aptitude: 

What a reproach it must have been to the schoolmaster in Penge, who, 
speaking to his old scholar who styled himself 'Datas' (that world-renowned 
man of marvellous memory) said, 'I did not know you had such a gift', to 
receive the reply, 'You did not trouble to find out'. How many teachers to-day 
are 'not troubling to find out' whether there are wonders and marvels in their 
classes? (Branch 1915:2) 

Artistic aptitude is assumed (by Branch, Burt and others) to inhere deep within unexposed 
recesses of the mental faculties of male students, manifesting intelligence and thereby 
signifying scholastic value. Branch stipulates the responsibility of teachers to conduct what 
he calls "the ordinary free drawing lesson", as a test to distinguish "artistic talent" as well as 
"creative, inventive, or imaginative" talents, which are "of the greatest importance to the 
manufacturers" (Branch 1915:2). His remarks are directed to the perceptions developing 
amongst boys as a result of teachers' increasingly common practice, of allowing girls more 
time than boys in art lessons: "too many of the boys of Sydney seem to feel that the highest 
career is that furnished by a desk and a high stool in an office" (1915:2). The task Branch set 
himself, was to convince teachers that boys ought to be encouraged to identify art with their 
own sex-appropriate post-school professional goals. Branch's comments are a response to 
what he perceives as a common misapprehension amongst boys about the meaning of art. 

our grandfathers left the cult of the beautiful to their daughters so decidedly 
that their grandsons now fear it may appear effeminate if they place a few 
flowers in their schoolroom, overlooking the fact that...some of the greatest 
warriors and most manly men wore flowers (Branch 1915: 2) 

Branch conflates that which might otherwise be understood as definitively effeminate, with 
manliness, masculinity and the authority of military symbolism. This conflation can be 
analysed as symptomatic of Branch's repression of any sign that art should primarily be a 
girls' domain. It is the effect of a homo-sexual ideology, that positive femininity (the female 
artist) must be displaced by a rigid adherence to laws which prioritise masculinity (the male 
artist). Similarly, the desire for boys to identify themselves with art, relies on an explanation 
in which meaning was originally produced by "our grandfathers", and in accordance with 
which girls as art students, should be understood as assuming functions delegated to them 
as a result of phallic representations of femininity. 

 



Art and the production of sexual 'normality' 

Irigaray seeks to suspend the homo-sexual "pretension to the production of a truth and of a 
meaning that are excessively univocal" (1985b:78). In other words, Irigaray aims to disrupt 
the means by which discourse is always controlled and produced from the same sexual 
perspective. Homo-sexuality (quaphallocentrism) monopolises representation, or 
subjectivity, through an 'excessive' univocalism - it is a defensive, systematic expropriation 
of desire, always already reserved as phallic, with a corresponding storehouse of meanings 
which guarantee the male to be the producer of meaning, and which ipso factoguarantee the 
female as a meaning produced. Homo-sexual ideology thereby produces meanings on 
behalf of women. 

Such an ideology is again evident in an "Annual Report on Art Teaching in 1921", where 
John Branch reiterates his emphasis on the purpose of art residing primarily within the work 
of male students. Branch represents the girls' display of capacity in home decoration as an 
ironic inversion of normal and appropriate artistic skills. It is implicit that Branch believes 
girls' art to be of an entirely subordinate quality to that of which boys are capable. He writes 
that 

Primary schools show that, as previously, the need for the better training of 
the men still exists...'Art and Home Decoration' which is compulsory for every 
girl in the first two years of the Domestic Arts Schools...has made rapid 
strides, shows excellent practical results, and has proved to be a powerful 
educative force. The boys of a corresponding age and class in the Technical 
and Commercial Schools have no Art lessons. Art is a man's occupation and 
these future manufacturers are not getting as good an education in artistic 
taste as their sisters who will become their customers, the buyers. 

Branch refers explicitly to the separate purposes served by art study for boys and girls. The 
reader should note Branch's concern that boys in the first two years of 'secondary' schooling 
are not studying art. This may be interpreted as evidence of a wider perception amongst 
higher educational authorities, that art was not important for boys, prompting an increasing 
disjunction between art, and the valued scholastic aptitudes with which male students 
generally were encouraged to identify. Branch's concern here should be interpreted as 
evidence of his own fear that art would eventually be identifiable exclusively with girls, and 
not with boys. Further, the value of the girls' "excellent practical results" was commensurate 
with girls capacity as 'buyers': by definition the girls lack the valued capacities prerequisite to 
the boys assumption of professional roles as producers, designers, and manufacturers of 
goods. 

To apply Irigaray's methodology, 'art' functions in this case as a signifier or metaphor, in a 
system of meaning-production, where discursivity and representability are exclusively 
phallic, finding femininity accounted for and prescribed according to male desire. The points 
at which differentiation between boys and girls are made should not be interpreted as 
innocent representations of empirical contradictions. The opposition between scholastic 
performances by male and female students are ideological effects, wherein the 'mirror-
structure' gains complexity as a simultaneous site of production and erasure. Homo-sexual 
ideology privileges and reproduces a select array of identificatory models, while determining 
the meaning and value of 'other', purely as a negative image of a (phallic) self. According to 
Judith Butler (1994) Irigaray's argument is that 

the feminine is precisely what is excluded in and by such a binary 
opposition...when and where women are represented within this economy is 
precisely the site of their erasure (1994:152) 



By 'erasure' is meant a displacement, in which boy and girl are identified with each other (as 
opposites) by excluding representations of 'girl' that have any claim to positivity. The logic 
inherent within this economy of phallic representability, permits sovereignty and perspective 
to be monopolised by one sex, so that "the masculine occupies both terms of the opposition" 
(Butler 1994:152). Even though both boys and girls are named separately within the 
curriculum, what is represented as feminine is always advanced according to a masculine 
perspective, supporting an ideal of masculinity, by keeping safely within the rigid boundaries 
of a hierarchy that fixes masculinity at its centre. Irigaray disrupts the naturalisation of this 
hierarchy, by claiming that values established within it, construct desire as homo-sexualised, 
or always-already phallic, serving the same sex, and leaving woman without any power, or 
even a desire, to represent herself as an independent, related, but non-identical subject 
(Irigaray 1985b:25). 

Using art to discipline girls 

The aim of the art syllabus in question similarly conformed with male desires, representing 
femininity according to phallic models of the decorative, home-oriented skills that girls would 
need in their domestic role. Acknowledging that the 1911 syllabus explicitly states its 
intention as being not "to train artists...[but instead] that every pupil will acquire some 
elementary knowledge of Art - both Fine and Applied" McKeon suggests further that "refined 
young ladies were expected to draw prettily and embroider or make clever designs" 
(McKeon 1996:40-44). Yet it was not only John Branch who saw the study of art as an 
avenue for the preservation and inculcation of social skills appropriate for either sex. Gilbert 
Phillips was an Australian psychologist who introduced formalised intelligence testing to 
Australian schools during the 1920s (Boardman et al 1995:76). Writing in 1925, Phillips 
referred to the NSW curriculum as having been "based almost entirely upon what seemed 
desirable for boys", and added 

The curriculum must be such that the teacher will be able by its means so to 
develop the powers of his pupils that they may make their maximum 
contribution to the social good, and also promote the happiness of 
themselves and others by their use of leisure time. In prospective social 
service and in the personal cultivation of leisure time, girls differ 
fundamentally from boys (Phillips 1925:36) 

Phillips proposes a program of study for girls, that is commensurate with the social 
expectations designating post-school occupations according to sex. While proclaiming that 
"no great differences [in intelligence] have ever been demonstrated between boys and girls" 
(1925:36) Phillips nevertheless conforms to the social norms which presume that girls are 
not generally fitted for the intellectual demands of "professional and business life", and that 
girls will not normally pursue the academic achievements requisite to university training. The 
most marked differences between the boys' and girls' curricula correspond to the need for 
girls to modify masculine intellectual skills, in accordance with their duties in the home. 
Further, Phillips advances claims about girls' use of leisure time, declaring that an 

increase in the time devoted to the cultivation of individual as opposed to 
social pursuits, in the absence of a definite bias in education to enable it to be 
used profitably and happily, has, in the opinion of many, been largely the 
cause of adolescent delinquency. In this regard, I would give first place to 
aesthetic appreciation, the study aiming at giving the pupil the ability to 
understand and appreciate beauty...in the curriculum therefore must be found 
such subjects as drawing, painting, applied art, music, dancing and histrionics 
(1925:37-38) 



Phillips' references to the risk of "adolescent delinquency" relate to long-held social fears 
amongst middle-class families in colonial Australia, about the moral training of adolescent 
girls. According to Garner (1977) "drawing and dancing" as well as needlework and singing, 
had traditionally formed basic components of the desirable social and "artistic conventions" 
found in the curricula of private ladies' finishing schools, and in convent education, common 
in New South Wales and Queensland in the late nineteenth century (Garner 1977:13-16). 

The construction of syllabii for art, which could augment the disposal of problems such as 
delinquency and poor discipline amongst prospective wives and mothers, was not confined 
to New South Wales. Jill Matthews refers to South Australian courses in Domestic Arts, 
which were 

explicitly aimed at the daughters of the working class who were to be broken 
of the values and habits of their mothers...the inculcation of the discipline that 
was missing in working class life (thrift, industry etc), and the removal of 
potentially dangerous or immoral youth from the streets (Matthews 1985:41) 

Art was seen as a primary avenue for promoting levels of mental discipline, in accordance 
with standards of moral and intellectual life, idealised within male representations of the 
refinement appropriate for a young lady. But Phillips' outline of the justifications for this girls' 
curriculum, does not naturalise aesthetic sensibility as a positive trait identifiable among 
women. Rather, it naturalises the lack that characterises the need for girls to be given 
appropriate forms of training for leisure time, having asserted the likelihood of young women 
straying into immorality without such disciplinisation. 

'Nature' and the naturalisation of artistic aptitude 

Phillips' recommendations for the girls curriculum suggest the persistence of a scholastic 
hierarchy during the 1920s, where art was in danger of being reduced, functioning only 
according to the desire for a femininity which served as "a more or less obliging prop for the 
enactment of man's fantasies" (Irigaray 1985b:25). The presumption that art was a subject 
dominated by girls may also underpin the construction of a new syllabus in 1935. The 
evidence suggests that John Branch's successors continued to draw on psychological 
doctrines for inspiration as to the larger purpose of the art curriculum. In 1935 the Assistant 
Supervisor of Drawing, Vincent H. Stuckey, wrote to the Chief Inspector about how the 
significance of students' artistic performances ought to be understood: 

The work should be treated mainly from the psychological aspect, as a 
medium for individual mental development. Thought, investigation, criticism, 
invention, and imagination should all be exercised in the pupil. Drawing then 
is an expression of an impression and a means for the study of things, 
developing power to investigate, and skill for intelligent expression and 
appreciation 

Stuckey lists the valuable products of engagements in art study, repeatedly emphasising the 
enhancement of 'expressibility' as an ability, or positive capacity, that he connects to other 
well-recognised intellectual faculties such as investigative thought, imagination and 
invention, that Burt previously identified as typically masculine mental qualities. 
Underpinning the privileging of these intellectual skills, lie presumptions about the capacity 
of the individual to function as origin, as the site of production, as the generator of value. An 
inspectorial report written in 1937 by the Supervisor of Drawing, Edward Healy Smith, 
describes a 'New Outlook' being set in train by him over the previous three years, saying that 
his attempts to demonstrate a new approach to art teaching had been "delightful, but not 
always easy. 



Teachers are, as a body, wedded to time-honoured practice and do not 
readily leave the beaten track. They do not understand the nature of Art, and 
have hitherto depended solely upon the manual aspects of drawing. 
Unwittingly, they have suppressed the child's spontaneous volition. 

Healy-Smith's assumption that a child would spontaneously and voluntarily produce "Art" 
(implicitly represented as a performance of scholastic value) suggests the utilisation of a 
sex-neutral guise for artistic 'ability'. Although Healy Smith refuses to explicitly nominate the 
sex of the able student, the character of 'ability' has been modelled on what had previously 
been identified as specifically masculine capacities. Both John Branch and Cyril Burt denote 
'inventiveness', 'imagination' and 'originality', in specific correlation with boy's artwork. 
Further on in the same text, evidence is provided that Healy Smith additionally correlated 
'ability' in relation to masculinity, disguised within a neutral description of 'the birth of art' in 
the mind of a child: 

Teachers must realise that under the influence of some exciting stimulus, a 
child conjures up impressions of things about him...by creating images to 
represent them he enriches his thought, activates his thinking 
processes...This is the way Art is born. But he cannot think and feel as an 
adult thinks and feels until he has reached man's estate. The teacher, by 
discipline, - sweetened with freedom to think and act as a child, and by a 
balanced and progressive ration of mental papulum, assists Nature and 
expedites her work. She makes a man of him. 

This passage raises the division between masculine and feminine through resort to a 
(seemingly) more fundamental principle, of the division between Man and Nature. 
Commenting on Irigaray's discussions of the emergence of this and similar oppositions in 
Western philosophy (matter-form, body-soul) Judith Butler (1994) notes that the materiality 
of the body, as with mother's body, is "always posited or signified as prior" (1994:144). Yet 
this 'priority' functions within the process of naturalising the value of that which is generated 
in the body - reducing the value of the body to a place or dwelling, providing support for, but 
in fact having only the appearance of productive power. In classical terms, the Nature that 
Healy Smith calls upon here, is "a site of generation or origination" (1994:145). His 
suggestion that the teacher assists Nature, carries with it the explicit association of Nature 
with femininity. This femininity must be prior for it to function, according to Healy Smith, as 
working toward a goal, that being for the child to "reach man's estate"; at which point, 
sufficient intellectual life will have been activated for Art to be born. The comment: "She 
makes a man of him" can be taken as paradoxically denying the positivity of (feminine) 
Nature, since value in Nature can only be posited in the form of what Nature is not, that is, in 
the opposite of Nature - in the form of Man. Irigaray refers to this paradox in her discussion 
of Plotinus' treatment of the concept of matter: 

it is in itself invisible, eluding all effort to observe it, present where no one can 
look, unseen for all our gazing, ceaselessly presenting contraries in the things 
based upon it...it is like a mirror showing things as in itself when they are 
really elsewhere, filled in appearance but actually empty, containing nothing, 
pretending everything (Irigaray 1985a:168-169) 

Irigaray's critique draws attention to the effect of univocalism upon the negative counterpart 
of a binary opposition. The emptiness and invisibility of femininity is produced by a 
phallocentric representational structure. In the case in point, Art becomes solely a product of 
Man, and Nature's support for this production is secondary. Nature merely provides a place, 
where presence is monopolised by the Artist. For Edward Healy Smith, the aim of art study 



inheres within the production of values that are associable exclusively with masculinity, and 
from which femininity has been erased. 

A fantasy of masculine artistic aptitude 

The design of art study in NSW in the 1930s, emerged through a process of accounting 
exclusively for values and ideological models, that were oriented to the capacities of male 
students. In other words, the purpose of art study was constructed in relation to an ideology, 
at the centre of which were a set of attributes, aptitudes and intellectual faculties, whose 
meaning was always correlated with the same sex. The author's examination of the 
discourse on art study, seeks to indicate the character of the desire, by which this ideology 
determined the particular organization of its representational structure. The discursive 
history of this ideology amounts to a series of attempts to guarantee the certainty and 
privilege of masculinity - in relation to art. 

Some of the evidence of the writings of the art inspectorate in NSW during this period 
suggests their common apprehension of a disjunction, between art and valued scholastic 
aptitudes. The arguments repeatedly advanced were underpinned by a fear amongst the 
inspectorate, which compelled them to develop convincing arguments to connect art as a 
discipline within schools, with well recognised aptitudes, already correlated with 'ability' and 
intelligence. Lacan (1977) tells us that the doubt and fear that constitute desire, are oriented 
to "something that is to be preserved" (1977:35). In this case, what the inspectorate seeks to 
preserve is an illusion that is homo-sexual in character, because valued scholastic aptitudes 
must always, already be correlated with the same sex - with masculinity. 

In 1938 the NSW Department of Education organised an exhibition of programs in 
government schools, including works by school students. The exhibition was documented in 
a booklet entitled Practical Education in Public Schools, featuring photographs of class 
activities in a variety of disciplines, as well as the products of specific studies. This included 
an opening photograph showing a schoolboy making a basket, with a caption bearing a 
quotation from John Ruskin: "Every youth, from the King's son downwards, should learn to 
do something finely with his hands". The text is prefaced by a discussion of the aims of the 
exhibition by the then Director of the NSW Education Department, G.R. Thomas, who 
asserts: "the keynote of this exhibition is the creative activity of the child. 

This is not something imposed from without but is part of his natural 
endowment ever seeking for expression...[through self-expression] he 
discovers that he has specific powers and interests which, wisely developed 
under instruction, issue in a well-defined individuality...not only are those 
aptitudes and interests developed by which he must earn his living, but also 
the interests and capacities which enable him truly to capitalise life at all 
points...much of these essential requirements of life may be achieved through 
the exercise of the child's creative faculty expressed in craftsmanship. 

On one hand, the document provides evidence that boys were envisaged as undertaking art 
studies, that would engage them in technical practices such as china painting and basket-
making that, in retrospect, might bear connotations of femininity. On the other, it is clear from 
the weight of material featured in this text, that when Thomas wrote about creative faculties 
being "expressed in craftsmanship", he was equally likely to have been referring to the 
technical and commercial practices which were later to be gathered under the discipline of 
'industrial arts', such as wood-work and metal-work. 

  



A 'poor copy' of the artist 

The logic of promoting images of boys occupying both the fine and craft-art practices, as 
well as the 'commercial' practices associable with manufacturing and industry, meant that a 
"well-defined individuality" with the aptitudes and capacities to "enable him to capitalise life 
at all points" could only be correlated with boys. The reader in 1938 would not have 
imagined female students as planning to "earn" a "living". Boys could be artists, and as 
Branch argued, artists had always been men; whereas girls at best offer a 'poor copy' or 
lower status version of what had been conceptualised as a masculine domain. In contrast to 
the depictions of boys displaying every variety of scholastic aptitude, the text refers to "girls' 
art work in the post-primary schools", stating that: 

Creative and interpretive drawing is supplemented by a study of historic art, 
home decoration, and applied design. The course extends to the Leaving 
Certificate standard. Those who go on to the University may continue their art 
studies in the character of artists in training 

While this and other sections of the text promote opportunities for girls, that are both related 
to and beyond domestic functions, the areas of the booklet covering girls' education is 
dominated by training in domestic science. This encompassed home management, business 
principles, needlework, the nursing profession, the public service, the city council service. In 
relation to these post-school occupations, most of the photographs of girls depict classes in 
cookery, laundry, dining room arrangement, bed making, dress-making and sewing 
instruction. One further image shows a senior female student "decorating pottery". 

The suggestion that girls were able to "go on" to university training in professional fine art 
studio practice is misleading. McKeon (1996) indicates that within the history of the Sydney 
artworld 

women were present in the applied and decorative arts in considerable 
numbers during the inter-war years. But the decorative and applied arts were, 
and remain, a category of production which was not taken terribly seriously by 
the artworld...the job of being a visual artist carried little social cachet and 
was frequently regarded as a difficult and inappropriate career choice for 
women (1996:40) 

In addition to prohibitive social conventions, which made it likely that relatively few girls 
would have enjoyed genuine opportunities to pursue professional training of any kind, let 
alone in the arts, there were in fact no university courses in fine art established in New South 
Wales until the late 1960s, and then mainly in art history. During the 1930s, studio training 
was only available either privately, or by admission to the lower-status technical colleges - 
although teachers' colleges did provide limited training in art. The evidence weighs most 
heavily toward the proposition that the art syllabus corresponded with an ideology whose 
absolute centre was comprised of a closed set of masculine role models. The 
representations of girls' post-school opportunities referred to above, constitute a list of 
occupations that comprise the lower-status versions of professional positions, monopolised 
by men. In the home, as well as in business, and in each of the occupational areas 
mentioned - hospitals, local government, public administration - authority was occupied by 
men. In art, the same logic applies - men display competence and aptitude, even giftedness, 
in every artworld practice, while women are relegated to pursuing secondary versions of 
those practices, which fit a presumption of feminine incapacity. 

 



Conclusion 

The history of this discourse, in which art is promoted as a subject appropriate for boys, 
reveals a confusing paradox, stemming from the evidence that while the educational 
authorities increasingly represented art as a mandatory study area for girls, and not for boys, 
the administrators of the art syllabus were themselves driven by a fear that the meaning of 
art would be correlated with girls, instead of with boys. The unspoken and unconscious risk 
which underpinned this fear, was that if art were associated with girls, then art would sink 
into the subordinacy which symbolised the low status of women's education at that time. 
This fear dominated their inspection reports, provoking repeated attempts to conflate 
drawing and art with recognisably (male-oriented) professions - and especially with 
business, industry and 'manufacturing'. Ultimately, the traces of this discourse record 
modifications to these arguments, in which art is linked to the development of creativity, and 
to the capacity for self-expression. 

The impact of psychological doctrines on this discourse is evident as the establishment of 
categories of scholastic aptitude; the effect of these categories was to stipulate value-
orientations for school performances, so as to always correlate them with students of the 
same sex. 

In relation to art in particular, these conditions were compounded by the division between 
different types of study considered appropriate to either sex. The effect of this division is 
particularly apparent in the polarity of activity and passivity demanded respectively of boys 
and girls in schools. This led Burt, for instance, to search for evidence to support laws 
relating to the innate propensities for students of either sex, in relation to performances in 
drawing. Sex was not utilised in these tests merely as a distinguishing factor, but as part of a 
wider system which reproduced representations of artistic aptitude, according to a homo-
sexual perspective, in which value could only be correlated with boys' drawings, since their 
tests supposedly provided more frequent evidence of inventiveness, compared with the 
imitative connotations of the girls' apparent preoccupation with 'still life'. 

By re-examining this homo-sexual perspective, the author has sought to open a space in 
which issues about the standing of art as a school subject within the history of the NSW 
education system may be addressed from a feminist perspective. In addition, the paper may 
contribute positively to debates about the confusion surrounding the function for art within 
that system in relation to the provision of models for post-school occupations. The proximity 
of art to representations of effeminacy may sometimes contribute to the difficulty faced by 
students in determining career choices in relation to the arts in general. Interrogations of the 
history of the discourse on art may open spaces, through which representation can be made 
of what was excluded and left out, in the process of establishing the boundaries of what art 
can mean. Although the ideological effects have not been continuous and uninterrupted 
throughout that history, only through such interrogations can the structure of the discipline 
escape rigid definitions. 
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Notes 

(References to unpublished archival material are identified with the name of the Archive 
abbreviated: Office of State Records New South Wales appears as OSRNSW, followed by 
the catalogue location number.) 

  


